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SUPER
FOODS

ANTI-AGEING

JUST LIKE OUR BODIES, OUR SKIN NEEDS A HEALTHY DOSE OF FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
AND NUTRIENTS TO THRIVE. THESE SUPER INGREDIENTS WORK JUST AS WELL FOR 
OUR OUTER BEAUTY AS THEY DO FOR INNER WELLBEING. BY CHELSEA TROMANS

the free-radical 
fighters

Rich in antioxidants, 
blueberries are  
potent warriors in the 
crusade against ageing.

oi
ls

the fat fighter
Don’t drink too much 
coffee, but instead look 
for products with caffeine 
to smooth and relieve the 
appearance of cellulite.

the collagen 
stimulator
Thanks to its beta glucan 
content, the humble oat 
is a strong ally in the 
defence of our skin.

the organic healer
Use the natural healing 
properties of honey, 
along with its hydrating 
qualities, to work their 
wonders on your skin.

the circulation 
booster
Who knew the tasty 
raspberry was also  
able to help stimulate 
your micro-circulation?

the inflammation 
soother
When applied to the skin, 
green tea can help 
reduce sun damage  
and relieve irritations.

the skin smoother
Vitamin E, flavonoids 
and antioxidants make 
pomegranate oil perfect 
for firming and 
smoothing the skin.

the natural Botox
Never heard of okuru? 
Farmed in western Africa, 
this plant contains 
peptides that minimise 
expression lines. 

> OLIVE OIL is a wonderful  
anti-ageing ingredient because  
it locks in hydration and 
encourages firmer and healthier 
skin. Invisible Zinc Private Blend 
Luxury Organic Olive Oil Crème,  
$42, uses pure organic Australian 
olive oil to help skin cells resist 
photo-ageing damage.

> ROSEHIP OIL promotes elasticity and firmness in the skin. 
Trilogy Certified Organic Rosehip Oil, $21.95, assists skin renewal 
and repair, and restores the moisture barrier. Tip: apply it all the 
way down your neck and décolletage for best results.

> JOJOBA OIL This has exceptional skin-softening properties 
and effectively minimises fine lines and wrinkles. The Jojoba 
Company Pure Australian Golden Jojoba, $18.95, assists with  
the rejuvenation of the skin and promotes suppleness.

MORE›
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IT’S CLASSIC, SEXY, 
DRAMATIC AND WILL 
NEVER GO OUT OF 
STYLE. BUT RED LIPSTICK 
WORN THE WRONG WAY 
CAN ALSO AGE YOU 
BEYOND YOUR YEARS. 
YOU CAN AVOID THE 
PITFALLS WITH OUR 
LITTLE RED GUIDEBOOK. 
BY ELISABETH KING

SCARLETSCARLET
FEVER

5555OF THEOF THE
BESTBEST

From left to right: Rimmel Lasting Finish 
Lipstick in Alarm, $9.95; Natio Lip 
Colour in Rush, $9.99; Youngblood 
Mineral Cosmetics Lipstick in 
Kranberry, $38; Clinique High Impact 
Lip Colour in Red-y To Wear, $36; 
Maybelline Color Sensational Lip 
Colour in Are You Red-dy, $16.95.
If you don’t see the shade you like, don’t 
worry – each brand offers a wide variety 
of reds to suit your style.

turn on the diva style 
Bold, bright and glamorous – red lipstick can turn even 
shy and retiring types into instant divas. And you’d 
better get used to this season’s outbreak of scarlet 
fever. Pure red lipstick is as classic as a Chanel suit  
and it’s making an even bigger splash this winter in 
versions ranging from value-for-money lippies priced 
at less than $15 to designer tubes costing up to $50. 

You have to be careful, though, when you’re 
playing with passion’s war paint. Even on young faces, 
red lipstick can turn a small mouth into a mean line 
and drain any other colour from the complexion.  
The key to va-va-voom success, especially for women  
in their 30s, 40s and 50s, is to find the right shade  
– one that will truly flatter your skin tone and make 
you feel and look fabulous. 

 
lip prep and practice 
The high-drama look of red lipstick shifts the emphasis 
away from the eyes to the lips, so they should be  
in top condition. Gently exfoliate the lips with a 
toothbrush or your facial exfoliant to remove any flaky 
skin. Apply a lip balm and blot away any excess. Then 
apply a light layer of foundation and allow to dry. 

Because of the strong pigments in red lipstick, it’s 
best to outline the lips with a lip pencil (to prevent the 
colour bleeding) and fill in using a lip brush, says 
Natasha Severino, make-up artist for YSL Beauté. 
“After lining the lips, apply one layer of lipstick and 
then dust with translucent powder to make the lipstick 
stay put,” she advises. “Finish by applying a second 
coat of lipstick with the lip brush.”

the right shade
Nearly all make-up artists agree on the basic rules of matching a 
red lipstick to your skin tone. Michael Brown, Lancôme’s national 
make-up expert, says reds falls into three major categories: 
orange, pink and blue-based. “If a red lipstick looks out of place 
on your face, you’ve usually picked the wrong shade,” he explains. 

Women in their 30s look best in pink-based reds as they’re 
softer and more feminine, so the mouth doesn’t get all the attention. 
“These work well with most skin tones as they complement  
pink-toned skin and brighten yellow-toned skin,” says Michael. 

Orange-based reds are brighter and warmer. “These look really 
good on blondes, whether they’re pale-skinned or tanned,” 
Michael explains. “They’re also a great colour for women in their 
50s who prefer to wear less eye make-up and are also finding 
their complexion has lost colour or has a tendency to flush.” 

Blue-based reds recall the perfectly painted lips of Hollywood’s 
golden era – elegant and sexy at the same time. “They particularly 
suit darker and brunette women with olive or yellow-based skin,” 
says Michael. “But women of any age can wear them if they have 
the defined features to carry it off. Chic women in their 40s wear 
blue-reds very well, and they’re a great choice for winter.” 

Even with all the best advice in the world, many women are 
still intimidated by red lipstick. According to Michael, though, 
there is another option: brown-based reds, which he calls the “I’m 
not sure” reds. “They’re more of a brick-style red and are a great 
compromise for women who don’t want to attract too much 
attention or feel too ‘done up’,” he says. “They’re a very flattering 
choice for women of all ages and skin tones. Brown-reds brighten 
skin tone, balance a strong eye look or offer a focal point for those 
who prefer softer eye make-up. A top choice for winter, too.” MORE ›
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SU RVIVAL
WI NTER HAIR

IN TERMS OF LOOKING AND FEELING GOOD, NOTHING QUITE FITS THE BILL LIKE 
FABULOUS HAIR. A GOOD HAIR DAY SWIFTLY NEGATES MOST OTHER BEAUTY 
BLUNDERS, FROM MESSY MANICURES TO SUDDEN BREAKOUTS. IF YOUR TRESSES 
ARE TERRIFIC, WHO EVEN NOTICES THE REST? SADLY, THE WINTER MONTHS 
BRING A HOST OF HAIR DRAMAS THAT CAN SEE YOU TEARING YOUR TRESSES 
OUT. WE’VE GATHERED TOGETHER SOME EXPERT WINTER HAIR SURVIVAL TIPS, 
SO EVERY DAY THIS SEASON CAN BE A HAPPY HAIR ONE! 

If you’re losing locks, try 
taking 250mg of L-carnitine 
together with 10mg  
of CoQ10 daily to give 
yourself a growth boost.

01  winter frizz  
and flyaways

02  limp, oily locks 
with split ends

03  out-of-control 
curly hair

04  dry and  
damaged hair

05  faded and 
lacklustre colour

06  ageing and  
over-styled hair

MORE›
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WHEN IT COMES TO COSMETIC PROCEDURES FOR THE NOSE, THE 
APPROACH TAKEN TODAY IS FAR MORE HOLISTIC THAN IT USED TO 
BE. WHERE ONCE RHINOPLASTY SEEMED TO FOLLOW THE MANTRA 
“ONE BUTTON NOSE SUITS ALL”, THESE DAYS SURGEONS HAVE A 
MORE WELL-ROUNDED VIEW. ADVANCED SURGICAL AND INJECTABLE 
OPTIONS ARE NOW DELIVERING THE RIGHT SIZE, SHAPE AND WIDTH 
OF NOSE TO SUIT NOT JUST THE INDIVIDUAL’S FACE, BUT THEIR 
LIFESTYLE, CULTURAL BACKGROUND AND PERSONALITY, TOO 

INJECTABLES VS. SURGERY

WHAT INJECTABLES FIX
AN INSTANT, TEMPORARY SOLUTION

NOSENOSENOSENOSE
FOR BEAUTY

NOSEA

Rhinoplasty is recommended 
when nasal deformities cause 
breathing problems to be 
persistent, when an irregularity 
is such that injectables are 
not able to correct it, or when 
a patient’s expectations are 
too high for the results that 
injectables can deliver. 

p.44 “low, wide bridge”

p.44 “over-prominent tip”

p.46 “ski-slope nose”

p.47 “bumpy nose”
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WHAT SURGERY FIXES
A PERMANENT SOLUTION

THE FUTURE OF THE 
INJECTABLE NOSE JOB
“The evolution of the instant nose fi x is due to the 
availability of longer-lasting fi llers that are safe to 
use,” explains Dr Gabrielle Caswell, president of 
the Cosmetic Physicians Society of Australasia. 
“It allows the patient to decide if their cosmetic 
blemish is worth having a rhinoplasty or if they’d 
like to continue with an artful injection of fi ller.

“The beauty of this treatment is that it can be 
done in your lunch hour. It may have a little 
bruising, but there is none of the pain, discomfort 
or extended recovery associated with surgery.

“Rhinoplasty, on the other hand, is a 
permanent option, and for some deformities, 
particularly those that interfere with breathing, 
this surgical procedure may be the only option.”

ANGELINA JOLIE
THE SURGEON SAYS “Her nose 
looks lovely,” says Dr George 
Marcells from About Face and 
Bondi Junction Private Hospital, 
both in Sydney. “She has a nice 
fl ow from the bridge down to the 
tip, and a lovely angle at the tip, 
too. It’s neither too upturned 
nor droopy. I often have patients 
asking me for a nose like this.” 

p.49 crooked nose

p.49 droopy tip

p.50 full tip

MORE ›
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Which injectables are used 
in a non-surgical nose job?
The injectable fi llers used to build up the nose 
can be temporary hyaluronic acid fi llers, such as 
Juvéderm, Restylane, Fortélis or Esthélis, or Radiesse, 
which is a fi ller comprised of calcium-based 
microspheres suspended in a water-based gel. 
These last between 12 months to two years. 
Because the nose is relatively static in comparison 
to other areas of the face where fi llers are used, 
they tend to last longer in this area. 

A longer-lasting alternative is the fi ller Aquamid, 
which is a sterile hydrogel consisting of 97.5 per cent 
water and 2.5 per cent cross-linked polyacrylamide. 
It will last up to 10 years or more. 

A surgeon will decide on the fi ller to use on an 
individual basis, taking into account skin type and the 
irregularity that needs to be addressed. 

During the fi rst consultation, a saline solution is 
injected into the nose to allow for a preview of how the 
nose will look. Pictures are taken and the patient can 
then use the time until the next appointment (usually 
one week) to decide if that’s the look they want. Then, 
on the second appointment, the appropriate fi ller will 
be injected. This takes approximately one hour, and the 
patient can return to work immediately afterwards. 
There is no downtime, although some patients may 
experience slight swelling and tenderness.

What it looks like “This type 
of nose is typical to certain 
ethnicities, usually people of Asian 
or African descent,” explains 
Dr Marcells. “The nose is fl atter 
and wider, and while it doesn’t 
usually create breathing problems 
(unless it’s been caused by 
trauma), the low bridge can 
make wearing glasses or 
sunglasses very diffi cult.” 

OVER-PROMINENT 
TIP SOLUTIONS

How an injectable 
fi xes it ”Filler can be 

injected directly into the area 
to build it up, reducing the 
curve angle. This would lessen 
the visual impact of the tip,” 
says Dr Caswell. 

How surgery fi xes it 
“Surgery can reduce the 

size of the nasal tip and bring it 
into balance with the rest of the 
nose,” explains Dr Paul Gerarchi, 
from Sydney’s The Face Institute.

01

SANDRA OH

CONCERN

low, wide bridge

Injectable fi llers were the perfect solution for this patient, who 

wanted a straighter bridge. Performed by Australian Skin Clinics.

What it looks like “This irregularity 
typically causes the nose to look out 
of proportion with the rest of the 
features on the face, and it tends to 
make the nose look pointed,” says 
Dr Caswell. “If you were to hold 
a pencil from the tip of the nose and 
down to the chin, the angle of the 
pencil would be quite recessed.” Amy 
Adams, star of The Fighter, has a nose 
with just such a feature, which is 
especially obvious in side-profi le shots.

02 CONCERN

over-prominent tip

AMY ADAMS
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INSTANT FIXINSTANT FIX
THE

BEFORE AFTER

Fillers corrected this patient’s bump. 

Performed by Australian Skin Clinics.

HEIDI KLUM
THE SURGEON SAYS “Heidi looks beautiful,” says Dr Marcells. “The 
bridge of her nose is strong and is fairly well developed along to the 
tip. What I dislike is that it looks a little pinched and narrow to the 
middle third of the nose. She may have had a bump removed, at 
which time too much cartilage was removed. I would remedy this 
surgically by using special cartilage grafts to build up the middle.” 

SKI-SLOPE NOSE 
SOLUTIONS

How an injectable 
fi xes it “Filler is placed  

near the tip of the nose to soften 
the curve,” explains Dr Caswell. 
“I would choose a thicker gel, 
which would provide more 
structure to the nose.”

How surgery fi xes it 
“I’d build up the bridge 

using the patient’s own tissue 
and/or implants,” says Dr 
Marcells. “We could then refi ne 
it further with fi llers if needed.”

CONTINUED
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What it looks like “Typically, we 
see this kind of nose after a previous 
surgery where too much bone and 
cartilage has been removed from the 
middle third, and too much has been 
left in the tip,” says Dr Marcells. “The 
tip ends up sticking out too far and 
often points up as well, which tends to 
make the nose look artifi cial. A slight 
ski slope can look quite elegant, but 
usually it looks a bit fake.”

03

THANDIE NEWTON

CONCERN

ski-slope nose

BUMPY NOSE SOLUTIONS
How an injectable fi xes it “This is normally done as 
a ‘spot’ treatment, with the aim to visually even up the 

nose so that the side and front profi le are harmonised,” explains 
Dr Caswell. “I would use a softer fi ller, with the aim of smoothing 
the contours and ensuring that the apparent bumps blend with the 
overall contours of the nose.”

How surgery fi xes it “In a surgical rhinoplasty 
procedure, we would remove some of the patient’s bone 

and cartilage to create a better fl ow to the bridge,” says Dr 
Marcells. “The procedure often involves work on the tip of the 
nose to modify it at the same time.”

What it looks like “As the 
name suggests, this nose has a 
hump and is bumpy along the 
bridge,” says Dr Marcells. 
“It’s associated with a high 
bridge and a bulbous tip. This 
is actually very common and is 
characteristic of many European 
races, but particularly those of 
Mediterranean descent.”

04

SARAH JESSICA PARKER

CONCERN

bumpy nose

BASICSBASICS
INJECTABLE

NEW-GENERATION FILLERS CAN 
CORRECT NASAL IRREGULARITIES 
DURING YOUR LUNCH HOUR

> THE PROCEDURE
The use of injectable fi llers is becoming increasingly 
common in cases of defi cits in the nose, saddle-nose 
deformity after trauma (which looks like a boxer’s nose), 
for divots or deviations in the nose or for a bent or crooked 
nose. Fillers are also useful for correcting post-rhinoplasty 
defects and after skin cancer excisions. They’re a welcome 
alternative for many patients, because they’re generally 
lunch-hour procedures performed under local anaesthetic, 
and patients can resume normal activities immediately. 

Saline is fi rst injected into the area to allow the patient 
a sneak preview of how the implant will look. This remains 
in the nose for about 45 minutes, during which time 
photographs are taken and the patient can discuss the 
desired outcome with their surgeon. The patient then 
returns the following week to have the fi ller injected. 

> INJECTABLE FACTS
COST Expect to pay $600 to $2000, depending on the 
type of fi ller and the amount used.

LENGTH OF PROCEDURE In most cases, the procedure 
takes less than one hour.

IN/OUTPATIENT Outpatient.

ANAESTHESIA Topical or local.

RECOVERY TIME Little or none. There may be slight 
swelling and tenderness.

RISKS No known risks are associated with this procedure. 

DURATION OF RESULTS Because the nose is static in 
comparison to the rest of the face, fi llers last longer in this 
area. Temporary fi llers last between 12 and 24 months, 
while longer-lasting fi llers will last 10 years or more, 
depending on the metabolic rate of the individual. 

NOTE Plastic and cosmetic surgeons are seeing an 
increase in patients who are referred for problems after 
having nasal fi ller injections, so it is imperative to seek 
out a dermatologist or surgeon who has extensive 
experience of using injectables in the nose.

MORE ›
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CROOKED NOSE 
SOLUTION

How surgery fi xes it 
“Fixing crooked noses 

100 per cent is actually quite 
diffi cult, as the bone can be 
repositioned relatively readily, 
but the cartilage (like ear 
cartilage) wants to rebound to 
the same position as before,” 
explains Dr Nettle. “This requires 
a series of small sutures and 
manoeuvres under the skin 
to straighten the nose, so it’s 
more common to get it 90 to 
95 per cent straight.” 

changeschanges
dramatic

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN RHINOPLASTY CAN DELIVER PERMANENT CORRECTION 
OF NASAL FLAWS AND IRREGULARITIES, AND IMPROVE THE FUNCTIONING OF THE 
NOSE. A BEAUTIFUL NOSE THAT IS INDIVIDUALLY CRAFTED TO EACH PATIENT IS READILY 
ACHIEVABLE, WITH MINIMUM PAIN AND DOWNTIME

RHINOP� STY: THE SURGICAL SOLUTION

JENNIFER ANISTON
THE SURGEON SAYS “Jennifer Aniston has 
a well-balanced, pretty nose that suits her 
particular facial shape,” says Dr Warwick Nettle, 
from Silkwood Medical in Sydney. “A pert, 
upturned, fi ne nose would not suit her face.”
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What it looks like “A crooked or 
deviated nose may occur naturally or 
it may result from trauma to the 
nose,” says Dr Nettle. “It could have 
stemmed from a basketball hit at 
high school, falling off your bike or 
the accidental swipe from a younger 
brother. Or it could be the result 
of more serious trauma like car 
accidents.” Whatever the cause, 
there is a surgical solution.

01

CAMERON DIAZ

CONCERN

crooked nose

DROOPY TIP 
SOLUTION

How surgery 
fi xes it 

“The tip needs to 
be re-supported 
surgically,” explains 
Dr Marcells. “I usually 
put a little graft into 
the nose to support 
the tip from below. 
And I may remove 
some cartilage from 
above the tip to 
allow the nose 
to rotate upwards.”

How to gain balanced features
“A balanced nose on a balanced face is the epitome of 
facial beauty,” says Dr Nettle. “The bridge and the tip 
need to be related in the golden ratio of tip projection to 
nose length of 1:1.618. This is a recurring pattern in nature. 

“Harmony is enhanced by not making the nose too big 
or too small for the face, by not being too broad or too 
narrow. For instance, in thin-faced, thin-skinned patients 
it’s good to have a fi ne rather than broad nose and 
vice versa for the broader-faced, thicker-skinned patient.” 

Dr Marcells adds, “The angle of the nose tip can vary 
– shorter people look better with a slightly upturned nose, 
while taller people look better with a less upturned nose. 
This has to do with the angle we look at them from – 
on shorter people, we look at them from above, and if 
their nose is downturned, we won’t see their nostrils. 
Similarly, we look up at taller people, so an upturned nose 
means we’re looking straight into their nostrils.”

During rhinoplasty your surgeon may 
make an internal incision in the 
bones and move them with a 
“controlled break” in order to alter 
the appearance of your nose. Rest 
assured, this is not like breaking an 
arm or a leg, and you probably 
wouldn’t know these bones were 
broken unless your surgeon told you. 

BEFORE AFTER

This woman had the bump on the bridge of her nose reduced and her 

breathing obstruction removed. Performed by Dr Warwick Nettle.

What it looks like “This 
tends to make the nose look 
long and unattractive,” says 
Dr Marcells. “It could be 
naturally occurring or could 
happen after an injury or 
surgery. It’s also common with 
age that some of the support 
ligaments become loose and 
can cause the tip to droop, 
detracting from aesthetics and 
making the face look older.” 

02 CONCERN

droopy tip

SARAH MICHELLE GELLAR

A droopy tip and bump 

were corrected with 

rhinoplasty, performed 

by Dr Paul Gerarchi.

BEFORE

MORE ›
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changeschangeschanges
dramatic

FULL TIP SOLUTION
How surgery fi xes it “This involves making the 
tip much more defi ned and ensuring there are 

distinct points that highlight where the nasal tip is,” says 
Dr Gerarchi. “This is achieved by refi ning and reshaping 
the tip cartilages and also possibly thinning the skin 
overlying the tip if there’s a lot of fatty tissue there.”

What it looks like “A full tip is one 
that has poorly defi ned features,” 
explains Dr Gerarchi. “It becomes 
diffi cult to identify the nasal tip curves 
and light refl exes that we associate with 
a nose being attractive. The ‘full’ nasal 
tip blends into the nose above and 
below, lacking its own ‘space’, giving 
it a rounded or bulbous appearance. 
Sometimes the end of such a nose is 
described as a bit ‘blobby’.”

03 CONCERN

full tip

SCARLETT JOHANSSON

CONTINUED

When is a nose job 
medically necessary?
In some cases of nasal irregularity, there will 
be no option but to have surgery. “If you 
want to improve the function of your nose, 
surgery is required,” says Dr Gerarchi. “And if 
you wish to improve the shape and defi nition 
of the nose, particularly the tip of the nose, 
you need a rhinoplasty procedure. 

“Likewise, fi llers can’t reduce the size of 
the nose or make it narrower, and surgery is 
also your best option for things like making 
signifi cant changes to the angle of the tip, 
or correcting a droopy tip.”

Rhinoplasty was performed to give this patient a nose with a 

more delicate tip. Procedure performed by Dr George Marcells.
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BASICSBASICS
SURGERY

RHINOPLASTY OFFERS PERMANENT 
IMPROVEMENT FOR NASAL FLAWS

> THE PROCEDURE
Surgery takes place after careful assessment to determine the 
correct size and shape of nose for the individual and a full 
functional assessment. A general anaesthetic is administered 
and the patient must spend the night in hospital. Most 
rhinoplasties today are performed using an open-structure 
procedure, which affords better access to the tip of the nose. This 
begins with a small incision across the skin between the nostrils 
and then involves reshaping the bone and cartilage skeleton of 
the nose. A dorsal hump can be removed, a nose straightened 
and a tip refi ned. Internal work then addresses any functional 
issues. There may be a tiny scar, but this fades as the nose heals. 

> THE RECOVERY
Today’s rhinoplasties are accompanied by much less pain than 
in the past, as the anaesthetic used blocks the pain for 24 hours 
or more. By the time this wears off, the greater intensity of pain 
will have subsided, and any further pain can be managed with 
over-the-counter medication. Initially, there will be swelling and 
bruising, with most patients sporting black eyes. A cast is worn 
over the nose and there may be a small stitch under the nose. 
The nose will feel blocked, but this usually subsides after a week. 
Patients can expect to return to work within two weeks, and the 
best results can be seen six to 12 months after surgery.

> SURGICAL FACTS
COST Between $10,000 and $12,000 including surgical, 
hospital theatre and anaesthetic costs. If functional work is 
involved there may be eligibility for a Medicare rebate.

LENGTH OF SURGERY Two to three hours.

IN/OUTPATIENT Usually outpatient.

ANAESTHESIA General or local with sedation.

RECOVERY TIME Usually two weeks.

TREATMENT FREQUENCY Usually once.

RISKS There’s a small risk of bleeding and infection, but 
packing and antibiotic ointment is used to reduce this.

DURATION OF RESULTS Permanent, but the natural ageing 
process may cause gravitational changes in the nose, such as 
a longer tip or drooping. 

KATE BECKINSALE
THE SURGEON SAYS “Kate 
has a great nose with strong, 
well-defi ned aesthetic features,” 
says Dr Gerarchi. “Subtle 
curves in the right places and 
a harmony with the rest of her 
face are what makes Kate’s nose 
look so good. It illustrates many 
characteristics that I recommend 
to my patients, if suitable.”

� A New Nose Without Surgery
� Diary of a Rhinoplasty

www.youngeryou.com.au/magazine
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01 I broke my nose in a sporting accident 
some years ago. Aside from it now being 
misshapen, I also experience breathing 
problems. Can rhinoplasty fi x the way my 
nose works, as well as the way it looks? 

As an ear, nose and throat specialist as well as a facial plastic surgeon, 
I’m able to deal with both functional breathing problems and the 
aesthetic appearance of your nose. I use techniques based on open-
structure rhinoplasty. These are more demanding on the surgeon and 
take longer than other methods to perform. However, I believe they 
help to ensure the basic foundation of the nasal structure is kept 
strong. In turn, this ensures a predictable shape to the nose after 
surgery that will resist collapse, maintain a natural shape and also 
improve breathing. These techniques were used to reconstruct 
the nose of the man below after trauma. The post-op view shows 
excellent improvement in appearance, with strong natural profi le and 
supported tip. A marked improvement in breathing was also achieved.

BEFORE AFTER

DR GEORGE MARCELLS

DR GEORGE MARCELLS 
IS MORE THAN JUST 
A FACIAL PLASTIC 
SURGEON. BASED AT 
SYDNEY’S ABOUT FACE, 
HE BELIEVES THAT 
IMPROVING OUR LOOKS 
IS NOT THE ONLY 
BENEFIT OF SURGERY
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02 People tell me I look tired or unhappy a lot. 
I think it’s because my brow is lined and my 
eyelids are heavy. How can this be improved? 

Rejuvenation of the upper face can restore a younger and fresher appearance to 
tired-looking eyes and the ageing face. Drooping eyebrows, excess skin and fat 
in the upper eyelids, and bags under the eyes are signs of upper-face ageing. 
Browlift surgery is performed to re-suspend the eyebrows to their natural and 
more youthful position. The female eyebrow usually sits just above the bony 
upper rim of the eye, whereas the male eyebrow usually sits on the rim. This 
surgery can help remove “hooding” over the upper eyelids. I most commonly use 
the endoscopic (small incision) browlift technique, although I may use other 
techniques if they’re more appropriate. Surgery is performed to remove excess 
skin and fat in the upper lids and also correct bags and sagging under the eyes. 
Small incisions around the eyelids or behind the lower eyelids heal very well.

Eyelid surgery may be performed alone but is often performed with browlift 
surgery, and also with other procedures 
such as facelift and necklift surgery. The 
lady on the right had left-sided browlift 
and upper lid blepharoplasty to restore 
symmetry to the eyebrows and remove 
excess hooding of the lids. The post-op 
view shows a natural, refreshed look 
with improved symmetry.

Before and after browlift and eyelid 
surgery, the skin of the upper face can be 
kept youthful by non-surgical procedures 
such as laser and light treatments, 
microdermabrasion, micropeels, 
soft-tissue fi llers and muscle relaxants.

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER
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Visit the website at www.drmarcells.com.au

Rhinoplasty, sinus surgery, facelifts, necklifts, browlift and eyelid-lift surgery, otoplasty  
(ear pinning) and chin and cheek implants. Non-surgical techniques include dermal fillers 
and muscle relaxants, microdermabrasion, facial peels and Eyra skincare.

Sydney
21 Spring Street 
Bondi Junction NSW 2022
Phone 02 9387 6622

PROCEDURES PERFORMED LOCATION

Dr George Marcells
ABOUT FACE 

ThE INSTITUTE OF FACIAl PlASTIC, 
NASAl & COSmETIC SURgERy

WHAT DO YOU DO TO PUT 
PATIENTS AT EASE? 
Client expectations and 
concerns provide the 
springboard for an honest 
two-way discussion. We 
need to listen, understand 
and then communicate what 
is achievable, including 
expected outcomes, time 
frames and budget. Most 
clients want to be guided 
towards a natural-looking, 
refreshed result. Our range 
of services, from skincare  
and facial treatments  
to full facial surgery, can  
be adapted in accordance  
with the individual needs.

WHAT ARE THE HIGHLIGHTS 
OF YOUR PRACTICE? 
I have a highly qualified 
team of nurses with over  
20 years’ experience in this 
field. They bring with them 
a knowledge base and 
compassion that reflect  
in their nursing care.  
I am very proud of them.

Q&A WITH
DR MARCELLS
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FACIAL HARMONY This patient 
presented to our clinic with the following 
concerns: breathing and sinus congestion, 
a bump on the nose, plus excessive view of 
the nostrils. After extensive consultation and 
examination we looked to computer imaging 
to design a nose in harmony with the face. 
She underwent surgery to improve her 
breathing and sinus condition, decrease the 
bump, refi ne the tip and address the nostril 
view. Post-operatively we see an elegant, 
natural nose in harmony with the face.

CASE STUDY

BEFORE AFTER

“Natural, individually
tailored results”

DR mARCEllS FINDS ThAT, FOR mANy, ThE gREATEST mOTIVATINg FACTOR FOR COSmETIC 
SURgERy IS TO REDRESS ThE ImBAlANCE ThEy mAy FEEl BETWEEN ThEIR AgEINg VISAgE 
AND A STIll yOUThFUl WEllBEINg. “FACIAl PlASTIC SURgERy TODAy IS ABOUT DElIVERINg 
A NATURAl RESUlT, TAIlORED TO ThE INDIVIDUAl,” hE SAyS.

Dr George Marcells
mBBS, FRACS, FAAFPS, FAAFPRS, CPSA
About Face – The Institute of Facial Plastic, Nasal & Cosmetic Surgery

Dr marcells is a fully qualifi ed ear, nose and throat surgeon with advanced training in facial 
plastic surgery and more than 15 years of experience. he was one of the fi rst Australians 
to be accepted for facial plastic surgery fellowship training in North America through 
the AAFPRS. After training with the renowned Dr David Ellis in Toronto in 1997-98, he 
successfully passed the United States Board Examinations in facial plastic and reconstructive 
surgery. Dr marcells is currently a visiting medical offi cer at both Sydney and Prince of 
Wales hospitals. he is past-president and current executive of the Australasian Academy 
of Facial Plastic Surgery and is the co-coordinator of the Sydney Rhinology Fellowship. 
Dr marcells lectures widely, both locally & internationally, on facial plastic surgery and 
is considered an authority on rhinoplasty by his peers. 

ABOUT DR MARCELLS

MEET THE EXPERT

BOARD MEMBERSHIPS
�  Fellow of Royal Australasian 

College of Surgeons
�  Fellow of Australian Academy 

of Facial Plastic Surgery
�  International Fellow of 

American Academy 
of Facial Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgery

�  member of Cosmetic 
Physicians Society 
of Australasia
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